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The Human Soul Revealed
By Kryon Monika Muranyi
Unlock the mysteries of your Soul
and release the wisdom, know-
ledge and information from within
Have you ever wondered about the

true nature of the Soul, about the role 
it has in your life and how souls are
aspects of an unifying higher conscious-
ness. If so, where is it and how does it
function? The answers to these ques-
tions and more are given in this book.

Australian author, Monika
Muranyi, has compiled the latest
teachings about the Human Soul

from the expansive collection of the
Kryon information. For over twenty-five
years the loving messages of Kryon, as
given by Lee Carroll (the original Kryon
channel) have become known and acknowledged world-wide. This
book, the third in the Kryon trilogy series, represents an amazing job
of researching this Kryon information, and compiles and explains the
many attributes of the Human Soul in detail. Also included is current
information never before published in any other Kryon book that help
tie together this complex subject of who we really are.

Mindful Piano
By Steven Halpern

This extraordinary 
new release from 
“the Master of 

Mindful Music”™ makes 
it easy and enjoyable to 
experience mindfulness, 
just by listening. For over 
40 years, Steven Halpern
has been recording music
that harnesses the primordial
power of sound to help 
listeners shift gears into 
mindful awareness of the 
present moment.
You’ve never heard a piano sound as profound as it does on this

album. His latest masterpiece for meditation and healing gently
entrains your brain into the alpha and theta brainwave states.
Mindful Piano is music of BE-ing rather than DO-ing. It is truly

Next-Gen Music for Mindfulness™ that ‘takes you into the gap
between thoughts’ and honors the power of Now. This is an instant
classic that will appeal to Halpern’s loyal fans and is sure to attract
a broad new audience. Steven is a Grammy nominated composer,
recording artist and pioneering sound healer.

Steven Halpern’s Inner Peace Music
$14.98 CD   UPC 0 93791 809228  

StevenHalpern.com

Black Elk Speaks IV
Creator’s Planetary Warning
By Ed McGaa, Eagle Man

One hundred fifty years ago,
Creator allowed a powerful
foretelling vision to a young,

innocent Black Elk of the deeply spiri-
tual Sioux tribe. Black Elk was taken
up into the Spirit World and there the
six controlling powers of the Universe
under Creator’s guidance spoke to him
one by one. The primary focus of the
vision was the revealing of the Blue
Man of destruction, corruption, control
and environmental disaster it would
bring which is now upon us worldwide.
Its appearance portrayed such tragedy
for the planet, yet an option was offered
to destroy this disastrous force. Black Elk
was able to destroy him. Earlier versions
of Black Elk Speaks would not reveal this vital message primarily
through the subversive methods of White Man’s academia and
Organized Religion.   
Ed McGaa, Eagle Man, is the author of 12 environmental, his-

torical and Native Spiritual books. Three are Harper Collins pub-
lished. Mother Earth Spirituality-50th re-printing. 

Creator’s
 Planetary
  Warning

Four Directions
$15 Paperback

www.EdMcGaa.com
CreateSpace & New Leaf

Ariane Editions Inc.
$16 Paperback

ISBN 978-2-89626-255-7
Ariane-books.com

The Circle
How The Power of a Single
Wish Can Change Your Life
By Laura Day

The Circle, by New York Times
bestselling author, Laura Day, takes
Practical Intuition to the next level

guiding the reader to create their healing
and dreams as they awaken their extra-
sensory skills. Instructions are included 
to create your own intuitive and healing
groups and work in community for change.
“The Circle takes fate and puts it in the hands of anyone who has 

the courage to dream.” - Nicole Kidman
“I believe in the gut and I believe in Laura Day.” - Brad Pitt
“Brilliant and practical. If you follow the suggestions in her book, 

it will be impossible for you to avoid unparalleled success and fulfill-
ment.” - Deepak Chopra
Sign up for Laura’s newsletter at

www.practicalIntuition.com for notice of free 
psychic and healing events in your community.
Laura Day is also available to do free mini-

intuition workshops in your town. Bookstores 
contact her at lauradayhealingcircle@aol.com
to set up an event.
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Laura Day



Balboa Press
$15.95 Pbk, $3.99 E-Book,  $33.95 HC

ISBN 978-15043-2774-9
www.michelemarietate.com

Order: Balboapress.com, Bookstores, Amazon

2 Leading Edge Review
The Leading Edge Review is published quarterly for bookstores by: 
Sheila K. Andersen Media Associates, 3651 Robin Lane, Minnetonka, MN 55305;
800-729-9504; sheila@leadingedgereview.com; www.leadingedgereview.com

The Leading Edge Review graphic design by: 
Spreiter Graphic Design, 920-12th Ave. S., Onalaska, WI. 
(608) 783-8331; e-mail: jspreiter@charter.net

Books

CreateSpace
$14.95 Pbk  $7.35/Kindle  
ISBN 9781493698813

Order: Ingram, B&N, Amazon, & fine 
bookstores   www.TalkToTheOtherSide.com

You Can Talk 
To The Other Side
By Cathy Tigges, CTACC

Learn to 
clear your
subconscious

of obstacles, develop
your intuition, and
achieve safe and 
loving communi-
cation with the spirit
world—including
friends and family
who have previously passed on.
This helpful and healing guide allows

readers of all ages and abilities to reap 
the benefits of spirit contact using just a 
pendulum and some simple charts. Through
the power of your own intuition, you’ll
receive answers to those lingering questions
you’ve always wanted to ask, develop a
closer relationship with God, and even find a
greater sense of peace regarding death itself.

Soul Spirit 
Self Realizations
A Guide to Understanding
Spirituality
By Michele Marie Tate

What does
Spirituality

mean to you? Inside
are thought provoking
insights and practical
tools to inspire 
personal Spiritual
growth. Walking a
Spiritual path is a 
self-empowering jour-
ney offering inner strength, faith and unity. 
Learn to build trust in your inner voice and

intuition. Discover how positive thoughts,
energy and personal intentions draw your life
dreams and goals to you. Everyone who reads
this Spiritual information gains meaningful
wisdom from it. 
This book is a purposeful guide to utilize

and refer to, on your journey of life.

SOUL

A Guide to Spiritual Insights 

Mystic Michele’s intuitive way of sharing strikes a cord inside you 
bringing illumination, trust and a sense of peace. 

� is is the book you will refer to and utilize as a purposeful 
guide on your journey of life. Susan Davidson 

Each person searching for a deeper 
meaning of life opens his or her heart and 
mind to the window of their soul, which 

resides inside the Tree of Life. Here is 
where you link your relationship with the 

most abstract Divinity to connect with 
the family of Humanity.

 
 

 
 

 

MICHELE MARIE TATE

SPIRIT
SELF REALIZATIONS

Golden Box Meditation
$22.75 Pbk, E-Book - Amazon + Itunes
ISBN: 798-0-9806693-0-5 186 Pages  
www.goldenboxmeditation.com.au

REMEMBER 
Everything is Possible
By Michelle M. Wright

In this bookAustralian author
Michelle M.Wright

teaches a simple and
effective meditation
process that empowers 
readers to manifest 
tangible outcomes.
This unique book

takes readers of all
levels of spiritual
development through a step-by-step
process, enabling them to achieve the
impossible and overcome blockages.
A large group of participants have engaged

in this process over a nine year period and
have written true-to-life testimonials about
their journeys and amazing results.
This book is already selling in Australian

bookshops and has helped countless people
across all walks of life.

Whole-Body Dentistry
A Complete Guide to Understanding the Impact 
of Dentistry on Total Health
By Mark A. Breiner, DDS

As unbelievable as it seems, many health problems have their origin in the mouth! 
Whole-Body Dentistry represents a revolutionary energetic paradigm of dentistry.
Issues in the mouth can, indeed, trigger seeming unrelated physical illnesses. 

Take charge of your health and your family’s health:
• Learn why your dental decisions can have a positive or negative impact on your overall health
• Understand how every tooth relates to the rest of your body and why this knowledge is critical
• Read real-patient “Dental Detective Stories” that help to illustrate and explain complex subjects 
• Learn a more natural approach to all aspects of dental care
“Dr. Breiner offers major breakthroughs for healing.” – Stephen Sinatra, MD, 

The Cholesterol Myth
“You are going to be fascinated. Reads like an adventure tale mixed with science.” –

Conversation Crossroads
For over 30 years, Dr. Mark Breiner, a pioneer and recognized authority in

the field of biological dentistry, has helped patients from around the globe find
solutions to baffling, unresolved health problems. In this award-winning book
Dr. Breiner provides readers with the knowledge to take charge of their health,
make better-informed treatment decisions and identify the right questions to
ask their dentist or health care practitioner. 

Winner! 2012 Global E-Book Awards! – Medicine and Healthcare
Finalist, Book of the Year Awards. – Foreword Review
Visit www.wholebodydentistry.com for free health newsletters, including

practical at-home health advice, videos & interviews, interactive meridian
tooth chart and more!

Dr. Mark 
Breiner

Quantum Health Press, LLC
$21.95 Pbk, 496 pages
ISBN: 978-0-9678443-1-2
Also available hardcover 

and e-book
www.WholeBodyDentistry.com
New Leaf, Ingram, B&T
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Spiritual Telepathy: Ancient Techniques to Access the Wisdom  
of Your Soul
COLLEEN MAURO
978-0-8356-0931-9 | 208 pages | $17.95 pb

“ This wonderful book is very important as we recognize that we are receiving higher 
intelligence all the time. Tuning into this intelligence and sharing it with one 
another is one of the great practices now.” 

—Barbara Marx Hubbard, author of Conscious Evolution

Use code LER20 to 
receive 20% off now 

through August 2015 on 
www.questbooks.com!

www.questbooks.net

Cultivate an  
open mind

Access the Wisdom of  
Your Higher Self

Jane Eyre’s Sisters: How Women Live and Write the Heroine’s Story
JODY GENTIAN BOWER
978-0-8356-0934-0 | 256 pages | $18.95 pb

“ Referencing mythology, fairy tales, Jungian psychology, romance novels, science 
fiction, and classics from women’s literature, Bower describes, dissects, and 
redefines the idea of women on the heroic journey. Bower is bearing testimony 
to the fact that women truly can change the world, if they are willing to change 
themselves.”  –Anna Jedrziewski, Retailing Insight
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A COMPANY

BEST SELLER! 
CRAZY WISDOM
Tibetan Buddhism arrived in America 
along with Trungpa Rinpoche, known as 
the “Bad Boy of Buddhism,” who fled Tibet 
when the Chinese invaded. With unprece-
dented access to Trungpa’s inner circle and 
exclusive never-before-seen archival mate-
rial, Crazy Wisdom looks at the man and 
the myths about him, and attempts to set 
the record straight.

“A provocative account...
insightful and entertaining.”  
- Justin Lowe, The Hollywood Reporter

BUY ON DVD FOR $29.95

FAITH CONNECTIONS
Filmmaker Pan Nalin travels to the Kumbh 
Mela, one of the world’s most extraordi-
nary religious events. There, he encounters 
remarkable men of mind and meditation, 
some facing an inextricable dilemma: to 
embrace the world or to renounce it. Faith 
Connections explores many diverse and 
deeply moving stories such as a mother 
desperately looking for her lost son and 
an ascetic who keeps his calm by smok-
ing cannabis. All these fascinating stories 
and more are connected though faith 
against the spectacular display of devotion.

“A remarkably insightful 
film.”  
- Screen Space

BUY ON DVD FOR $29.95

THE TIBETAN BOOK OF 
THE DEAD
Death is real, it comes without warning and 
it cannot be escaped. An ancient source of 
strength and guidance, The Tibetan Book 
of the Dead remains an essential teaching 
originating in the spiritual cultures of the 
Himalayas. Narrated by Leonard Cohen, 
this enlightening two-part series explores the 
sacred text and boldly visualizes the afterlife 
according to its profound wisdom.

“The Tibetan Book of the 
Dead is a marvelous doc-
umentary creation...that 
demands multiple viewing.” 
-CM Magazine

BUY ON DVD FOR $29.95

FREE THE MIND
In 1992 Professor Richard Davidson, one 
of the world’s leading neuroscientists, met 
the Dalai Lama and was encouraged to 
apply the same rigorous methods he used 
to study depression and anxiety to the study 
of compassion and kindness. The results of 
Davidson’s studies at the Center for Inves-
tigating Healthy Minds at the University of 
Wisconsin are portrayed in Free the Mind 
as they are applied to treating PTSD in re-
turning Iraqi vets and children with ADHD. 
The film poses two fundamental questions: 
What really is consciousness, and how 
does it manifest in the brain and body? 
And is it possible to physically change the 
brain solely through mental practices?

BUY ON DVD FOR $29.95

To buy DVDs or learn more go to alivemindcinema.com!

Best Sellers From

Use the code alivemindcinema to get 20% off all DVDs on our website!

NEW! MONK WITH A 
CAMERA
Nicholas Vreeland walked away from a 
worldly life of privilege to become a Ti-
betan Buddhist monk in 1972. Grandson 
of legendary Vogue editor, Diana Vree-
land, he had been trained by Irving Penn 
to become a photographer. Nicholas’ life 
changed drastically upon meeting a Tibet-
an master and soon thereafter gave up 
his glamorous life to live in a monastery 
in India, where he studied Buddhism for 
fourteen years. In an ironic twist of fate, 
Nicholas went back to photography to help 
his fellow monks rebuild their monastery. 
Monk With a Camera chronicles Nicky’s 
journey from playboy to monk to artist.

BUY ON DVD FOR $24.95

NEW! AWAKE
A film by Oscar-nominee Paola di Flo-
rio and Sundance winner Lisa Leeman 
about Hindu mystic Paramahansa Yo-
gananda who brought yoga and med-
itation to the West in 1920 and wrote 
the spiritual classic “Autobiography 
of a Yogi,” a go-to book for seekers 
from George Harrison to Steve Jobs. 

“Compelling...enough to 
make a soul look inwards.”  
- The New York Times

BUY ON DVD FOR 29.95!
Available exclusively from Alive 
Mind on Sept 1st, 2015

ALIVEMINDCINEMA.COM  |  FAITHCONNECTIONSDOC.COM  |  KINOLORBER.COM

CITE FILMS, JUNGLEBOOK ENTERTAINMENT AND VIRGINIE FILMS PRESENT

A PAN NALIN FILM FAITH CONNECTIONS FEATURING KISHAN TIWARI  HATHA YOGI BABA  MAMTA & SONU SHUKLAJI
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR DILIP SHANKAR MUSIC CYRIL MORIN CINEMATOGRAPHY ANUJ DHAWAN  SWAPNIL SONAWANE

EDITOR JULIE DELORD  SHREYAS BELTANGDY SOUND DESIGN P.M. SATHEESH  BRUNO TARRIERE  RINKU PATHAK
PRODUCED BY RAPHAEL BERDUGO  GAURAV DHINGRA  PAN NALIN  VIRGINIE LACOMBE

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY PAN NALIN

HOW DO YOU FIND
ONE CHILD AMONG 

100 MILLION PILGRIMS?

FREE

THE

MIND

A documentary on 
using Buddhist 
teachings to 
treat patients 
with depression 
and anxiety.
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Sacred Symbols Healing Cards 

An amazing collection of 72 powerful glyphs 
now available in a handy card format. 

Direct from international best selling 
author Dr. Jean Logan’s trilogy of 
healing books Unlocking the Power 
of Glyphs, Sacred Sacred Symbols of Light, 
and her recently released Symbols of the Dawn. 
� e glyphs on these cards have energy that 
can be used for healing or drawn for guidance. 
Perfect for professional practitioners or at home use.

A small example of the healing cards:
Heal bacteria and viruses  •  Detox the body of any and all toxins
Remove fear, sadness, anger and guilt  •  Heal damaged organs and glands
Resolve malignancies  •  Heal eye diseases  •  Heal injuries rapidly 
Remove blocks to abundance  •  Purify water  •  And dozens more...

You will be amazed at their power! 
At www.holygroundfarm.org/book/, Amazon.com or New Leaf Distributors

HEALING FROM THE LIGHT OF GOD 
Transformational Energy at Your Fingertips!

ISBN
978-1-62890-839-8
Retail Price $28.95

ISBN
978-1-61364-581-9
Retail Price $34.95

ISBN 978-163315677-7  Retail Price $29.95
ISBN

978-1-63315-814-6
Retail Price $34.95

Gift Ideas

Be Your Own Astrologer
By Joanna Watters   CICO Books
$21.95 Pbk  ISBN 9781782492016

www.rylandpeters.com
This simple, comprehensive guide
to astrology will help you lift astrology
out of the newspaper columns.

The Little Pocket Book of
Mindfulness

By Anna Black   CICO Books
$14.95 Pbk  ISBN 9781782492030

www.rylandpeters.com
This ‘Little Pocket Book’ is the 

perfect introduction to mindfulness.

How to be Creative
By Liz Dean

$21.95 Pbk  ISBN 9781782491675
CICO Books

www.rylandpeters.com
Rediscover your creativity 

and live the life you truly want.

 

 

 
 

 
 

The Dragon’s Quartz
School of Spirituality, Healing and Magick

By Chasendreams
$15.99 Pbk  ISBN 9781504330213

www.Balboapress.com
This book will help those who are
beginning their spiritual path and 
need some guidance along the way.

Angel Works
By Barbara Anne Rose

$16 Paperback   E-Book $3.99
ISBN 978-1-4525-5445-7
www.balboapress.com

Spiritual Evolution, Angels, Love & Forgiveness. 
A true story of a sexually abused woman.

Templar Tarot: The Journey
Artist: Allen Chester
Author: Stephen Dafoe

$39.95 / 101 Card Deck & 176 pg Book
Order now at

www.inspirebydesign.com. 
Email for quantity discount.

Sunstone Press
$28.95 Soft Cover

ISBN 978-0-86534-997-1
Virginiamudd.com

Bicycling Home 
My Journey to Find God

A personal journey of 
discovery and transformation

By Virginia Mudd

Along with cross-country bicycle trips
and competitions, Virginia also 

traveled countless inner miles in her
spiritual quest to find herself, and to
find God. This is an inspiring story of
mystery, adventure, and love. 30 color
photos. Visit her website to read

Chapter 1. Also the author of Across
America on the Yellow Brick Road.
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Sacred Practices 
to Release Negative Energy 
and Harmonize Your Life

Spiritual Clearings
By Diana Burney

$16.95 Pbk  ISBN 978-1-55643-815-8
NorthAtlanticBooks.com
RandomHouse.com

Award winning text of spiritual 
techniques for removing negative
energies from your home & Self.

Gift Ideas

The Grand Illusion
A Synthesis of Science and Spirituality-Book 1

By Brendan D. Murphy
A Masterpiece. The Grand Illusion is
mind-blowing. – Sol Luckman, author

Every person in the field of 
“paranormal” psychology or related 
topics should have this book as a 
major reference. - Dr. Buryl Payne 
You’ve written the best synthesis of 

modern and esoteric science that I’ve
seen in 40 years of study. Brilliant! –

Michael K. Wade
Balboa Press   brendandmurphy.net
$33.99  Soft Cover;  $9.99 E-book

ISBN 978-1-45250-711-8

Forensics by the Stars
Astrology Investigates

By B.D. Salerno
$13.95 Softbound  ISBN 9781475956023
iUniverse. Inc.  www.forensicsbythestars.com
Learn how forensic astrology provides
information about crimes, cold cases,

missing persons, and disasters.

The Seven
 Wisdoms
  of Life

Shai Tubali

a journey into
the chakras

 

 

The Seven Wisdoms of Life
By Shai Tubali
$19.95 Paperback 
ISBN 9781933455686 

www.msipress.net   MSI Press
One of the most comprehensive books ever
written about the chakras and their role.

A Story of Becoming 
By Ayn Cates Sullivan, Ph.D. 

$25.00 Paperback  ISBN 978-0-9884537-2-2 
Infinite Light Pub.

New Leaf, BCH, Ingram
www.ayncatessullivan.com 

A fable for all ages about an apple tree
who becomes a living miracle.

Merlin’s Handbook 
for Seekers and Starseeds:

A Guide to Awakening Your Divine Potential
By Margaret Doner

$15.95 Pbk  ISBN 9781491717110 
iUniverse  www.margaretdoner.com
Offering a unique approach to spiritual

integration and self-mastery.

My Unbelievable Life
By Clifford S. Coull

$14.50 Pbk  ISBN 9781502805591
CreateSpace.com  

Available from Amazon
After a divorce leaves him a struggling single
parent, the author spiritually awakens to 

psychic abilities in this third memoir trilogy.

 

    

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Sharon A. Brunink, Ph.D.

Intuitive Journaling as a 
Tool for Growth

Lessons from My
Inner Teacher

        

         

                 
               
               
             

            
             

            
            

            
            

      

                   
    

       
   
        

              
   

            
          

          

               
              

    
      
          

Lessons From My Inner Teacher 
Intuitive Journaling as a Tool for Growth

By Sharon A. Brunink, Ph.D.   
$17.99 Softcover   ISBN 9781452581941   
BalboaPress.com; also on Amazon, B&N 

www.sharonbrunink.com  
Learn to access unlimited, higher wisdom 

& knowledge through the soul’s 
inner guidance using intuitive journaling.

A Guide to Bliss
By Shai Tubali
$19.95 Paperback

ISBN 978-1-933455-94-5
MSI Press

www.msipress.com
Learn how to tap into the tremendous

potential of your own mind.

new opening day!new opening day!

Friday, June 26, 2015 through 
Sunday, June 28, 2015
Pre-show Seminars Thursday, June 25

800.710.8859 | 415.447.3223 | andrew@inats.com

www.inats.comwww.inats.com

promote your work to 
conscious retailers

promote your work to 
conscious retailers

A trade show for retailers purchasing New Age/
Metaphysical products for the mind, body & soul.

Denver Mart, Denver, Colorado
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Shamanic Awakening
Between the Dark and the Daylight

By Sandra Corcoran
$18 Soft Cover  ISBN 978-159143180-0  
www.BearandCompanyBooks.com

An elegant narrative that engages indig-
enous wisdomkeepers, multi-universes 
& the extraordinary power of the heart.

 

Love Centered Parenting 
By Maria Gavriel   Balboa Press  
$14.99 Soft Cover  $30.95 HC  

ISBN 1452523363
www.LoveCenteredParenting.com
This award winning book inspires a
deeper introspection, that fosters our
innate abilities to parent consciously.

Romances Latinos 
By Rusty Crutcher

$15.98 CD  UPC 0-7139984122-2
Emerald Green Sound Productions

www.RustyCrutcher.com
New Age Pioneer of the Sacred Sites
Series returns with soul-calming Latin
Love Songs. Sensual & Romantic...

Meditations of a Modern Mystic
By Maurine Doerken

$17 Soft Cover  ISBN 9780971988927
CreateSpace/Amazon

www.maurinedoerken.com
An intimate journal memoir about

living from a spiritual core.

The Magic of YOU
By Kare Less

$20.95 Paperback  $3.99 Ebook
ISBN 978-1-5043-2935-4 
www.BalboaPress.com 

Completely inspired by Spirit, 
Live The Magic of YOU 

And enjoy a wonderful life!

Choose Spirit Now
Wake Up to an Exquisite Life

By Ginger Graf Dunaway  Balboa Press
$17.99 Soft Cover 

$3.99 Ebook, $33.99 HC
ISBN 978-1-4525-9827-7 SC  

ChooseSpiritNow.com  BalboaPress.com
6 Simple Steps to Spiritual Awakening!

The Real Brass Ring 
Change Your Life Course Now

By Dianne Bischoff James

Voted 2015 Top 10 Inspirational Book  
For anyone stuck in second gear, you owe 
it to yourself to rediscover the path you’re

meant to live. This is the story of a 
Midlife Reboot, a raw, unfiltered journey 
of enlightenment illustrating the 14 Rules 
for Happy Living and rewards for fearlessly

pursuing a life’s true calling.
* Living Now Book Award

* BellaOnline Gold Book Award

Living in Freedom & Love
Without Conditions

By Phyllis M. Brooks   BalboaPress.com   
$16.99 Pbk  ISBN 978-1-5043-2755-8
www.taliloquay.com/npmdt/media.html
You are everything in creation now!
From Ascended Master Germain—

a journey to self-Mastery.

Red Wheel/Weiser (redwheelweiser.com)  $19.95 Paperback  ISBN 978-1618520555
www.diannebischoffjames.com  www.facebook.com/diannebischoffjames1

 

  

  
 
 

 
  

 

 
 

 

Truth and Teachings from

Jesus Christ

A Handbook to Healing

Jesus Christ, Laurie Stimpson, and 
Elizabeth Riebe

A New Sensation
By Jesus Christ, Laurie Stimpson, 

and Elizabeth Cook Riebe  
“Anyone who reads this information 

will be Inspired.” - Jesus   
A New Sensation is the 1st book in a
series of teachings that are based in

Love, Compassion, and Tolerance. Jesus
starts us off in our teamwork with Spirit
to bring these messages of Hope and

Inspiration to the public.     
AuthorHouse  

$19.95 Softcover ISBN 978-1-4918-9847-5   
$3.99 E Book   Authorhouse.com 

www.elizabeth-ohmygod.blogspot.com

An inspiring, uplifting  
self-help book that will show:

• The power behind belief.
• How the mind controls the body.
• How to maximize the  

subconscious mind.
• How to use “Positive self- 

suggestion statements”.
• How to get the enthusiasm  

back in your life.
• How to: Stand up! Stand out!  

Be different!

ISBN: 978-1420846980

JohnPaulBooks.com
Email: john.carinci@verizon.net

 

 
 
  

  

  

  

 

 
 
  

  

  

  

 

 
 
  

  

  

  

 

 
 
  

  

  

  

 

 
 
  

  

  

  

Insights from an old woman’s  
diary empower a self-destructing 

reporter to right an old wrong
Bullets fly wild as Lou tries  

desperately to stay alive, finish  
the story, solve murders, fall in love,  
and learn the meaning of life from  

a very wise and old woman.
ISBN: 978-1630473518

JohnPaulBooks.com
Email: john.carinci@verizon.net

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

The Power Of Being Different
By John Paul Carinci
$14.50 Paperback  

ISBN 978-1-42084-698-0
www.Authorhouse.com

www.JohnPaulCarinci.com

Defying Death In Hagerstown
By John Paul Carinci
$15.18 Paperback  

ISBN 978-1630473518 
Morgan James Publishing 

Order: Ingram, Amazon. & all bookstores
www.JohnPaulCarinci.com
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Many have proclaimed Thinking
and Destiny, Harold W.

Percival’s masterwork, to be the
most complete book ever written on
man and the universe. Here you will
find rare information about your true
identity. With this knowledge, you
will then have the potential to
awaken your own inherent ability to
understand all that constitutes
existence. No authority other than
your very own is needed to
accomplish this.

W FORD OUNDATION, INC.
THE

A Non-Profit Organization Established in 1950
P. O. Box 17510 • Rochester, NY 14617

Toll Free: (877) 272-1531 � Ph: (585) 544-6790
thewordfoundation.org

Quality Soft Cover
978-0-911650-06-8
1080 pp.
$26.00 (shown)

Deluxe Hardbound
978-0-911650-09-9
$36.00

Other Percival Books

Man and Woman and Child In this book you
will encounter rare information regarding
your true identity—the conscious self in the
body—and how you may break the
hypnotic spell your senses and thinking have
cast about you since childhood.

ISBN 978-0-911650-08-2 $14.00

Democracy Is Self-Government Mr. Percival
offers a concept of true Democracy whereby
Justice and Harmony in governmental affairs
require that we first learn to govern our-
selves—our vices, appetites and behavior.
This book points the way.

ISBN 978-0-911650-10-5 $14.00

Masonry and Its Symbols A new light is cast
on the age-old teachings and exalted
purposes of Freemasonry. Masonry and Its
Symbols illuminates how any one of us can
choose to prepare for the highest purposes
of mankind.

ISBN 978-0-911650-07-5 $8.00

THINKING
and

DESTINY

The Word A Quarterly Magazine|
Available to members. Please visit our website.

Waldorf Publishing
$18.95 Paperback, $8.95 eBook, 

$17.95 Audio Book
ISBN: 9781942749288

www.WaldorfPublishing.com
Available: Ingram & Waldorf Publishing

How to Get
People to Scream
Your Name and
Beg For More 
The P’s and Keys 
to Living The Ultimate Life
By Tom Morrison 

In college,
everyone
has this
dream of
what their
quality 
of life is
going to 
be as they
grow up.
The 
challenge
is most 
people’s
actual life
turns out 
to be less than what they hoped for. One
day you wake up and you’ve lost 20 years
of your life waiting in the rut of work,
kids growing up and just life happening.
Your soul feels lost, your heart passionless
and your energy tank is on empty.
How to Get People to Scream Your

Name and Beg For More is a Masters
Degree in life that will teach anyone from
college students, single parents to com-
pany executives how to make profound
change and start living the “best life 
possible” personally and professionally
each and every day no matter what your
circumstances. 
This book unpacks three major 

components and reveals twelve major 
elements you need to live the BEST
LIFE POSSIBLE. Most people want the
best life possible, they just don’t know
how to get there. How to Get People to
Scream Your Name and Beg For More
shows you the way and gives you a plan
to follow.
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Xlibris   Xlibris.com, online retailers  
$15.49 Pbk ISBN 978-1-4836-9481-8
$29.99 HC ISBN 978-1-4836-9482-5 
$3.99 Ebook ISBN 1-4836-9483-2 

www.TheRealityofBeing,Decoded.com

The Reality of Being, 
Decoded
By Mitzi DeWhitt

These seven daring 
and elucidating essays 

take the reader on a journey
through the usually inacces-
sible ideas of the Gurdjieff
Work. The reality being
decoded here concerns 
certain specific harmonic frequencies - 
396 417 528 - which derive from the Ennea-
gram, the symbol of the Work. This book, a
rare find, offers real insights into the heart of
the teachings of a modern day Mystery
School. Be prepared to be surprised, even
stunned, by the astonishing revelations.

Ascension Journey 
and Crossover
A Handbook for Healing
Towards Ascension

5Star Rated on Amazon!An excellent reference 
guide that helps the reader 
begin or continue their own
journey to accomplish emo-
tional, mental and spiritual healing towards 
an ascension to new dimensions.
This revised book, by Judith Marie McLean, Ph.D.,

with new postscript strives to prepare spiritual
seekers to understand the dynamics of spirituality.
Sanctuary of Peace   Available: New Leaf & Amazon   
$20 Paperback & on Kindle  ISBN 978-1499501735

Bridging the Gap in Health
Care 1 - The Basics of Wholistic Assessment 
Care 2 - Multidimensional Assessment

Learn the philosophy,
principles and steps 

to developing deeper self-
awareness and heal imbal-
anced relationships within
the multi-dimensional
self. Author Paul Turner
explains the spiritual path 
in healing terminology. 
For Healers; Spiritual, Allo-
pathic and Complimentary.
Balboapress.com
BTG1: $14.99 ISBN 9781452502465, Ebook $9.99 
BTG2: $28.99 ISBN 9781452502441, Ebook $9.95

On the Edge 
Living with an Enlightened Master

“If you have a longing toknow what it means to
be the disciple of an enlight-
ened mystic, this book will
be a fascinating adventure
for you.” - Anand Subhuti
Yoga Punya, a 40-year

disciple of the Indian 
mystic Osho, describes in
vivid, sometimes poetic 
and humorous vignettes, 
her adventures in his communes worldwide.

CreateSpace   www.punya.eu
$19.50 Soft Cover   ISBN 978-1507787960

Awakening Your Powers 
of Coping and Healing
Advice for Those with Cancer 
or Other Serious Illness
By Tamara Blett

“Agreat resource and
solid information for

anyone going through major
health challenges.”  
- Joan Arent, Inspirational
Speaker and Author
“So easy to read, so posi-

tive, so engaging.” - Bonnie
McClusky, RN, Cancer Patient Navigator
“Created to enhance a patient’s coping skills,

this is a moving and important book for anyone
overwhelmed by a frightening diagnosis.” 
- Rosalie Blum, Lung Cancer Survivor

Balboa Press   www.yourinnerhealing.com 
$8.99 Softcover; $4.99 eBook

58 pgs; ISBN 978-1-5043-255-1-6
Order: BalboaPress.com; Amazon, B&N

Trusting The Currents
By Lynnda Pollio
Winner: 
• 2014 Nautilus Book Awards Gold Award - Fiction
• The 2015 Los Angeles Book Festival - Spiritual
• 2015 IPPY Gold Medal in Visionary Fiction

Apowerful visionary
novel of faith, love,

forgiveness, and the
uneasy search for our
place in life. Trusting 
the Currents represents a 
new genre of “conscious
storytelling”, engaging
high spiritual frequencies
that resonate with the read-
er’s heart, guiding them
deep into their own truth and transformation. 

SageHeart Media   Lynndapollio.com
$16.95 Pbk ISBN 978-0-9891953-0-0  

$26.95 HC 978-0-9891953-2-4   $5.99 Ebook

Explore
ConsciousandTransformationalSpeakers.com,

the new speaker’s bureau 
for the Transformational Age, 
and LuminaryVoices.com, 

the speaker/performer showcase.

Or call (818) 584-6720

Do You Want To Have More
Speaking Engagements?
(Or Do You Know Someone

Who Does?)

Distributed Exclusively by New Leaf

9780965903288
$12.95

614639257874   
$25.95

614639025787   
$19.95
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Qty Title Price Total
____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Order Form

Make check or money order payable to:

Please Charge this to:

($25 minimum) � Visa � Mastercard

No ________________________________

Exp. Date ____________________________

Signature ____________________________

Postage & Handling
$10.01 or less – $4.00 $30.01 – $40.00 = $7.00
$10.01 – $20.00 = $5.00 $40.01 – $50.00 = $8.00
$20.01 – $30.00 = $6.00 $50.01 or more = $9.00

All Prices are in U.S. Dollars

Subtotal

Sales Tax
(If Applicable)

Postage &
Handling

Amount
Enclosed

Name ______________________________

Address______________________________

City, State, Zip ________________________

Phone ______________________________

E-mail ______________________________

Wok Wisely
Chinese Vegetarian Cooking

Not just a cookbook, but a way of life for your body,
mind and spirit, Wok Wisely, presents a collection
of nourishing, flavorful recipes, and information 

on how to keep the body in balance. It also presents quotes
about vegetarianism from actress Alicia Silverstone, Albert
Einstein, and Charles Darwin. It covers how to maintain a
safe home through the use of natural cleaning products.
This English version was done under the guidance of

American Buddhist nun, Jin Rou Shi, a disciple of the late
Tripitaka Master Hua of China and author of the 
children’s book Under the Bodhi Tree.

Buddhist Text Translation Society   Buddhisttexts.org   $10 Soft Cover   ISBN 978-1-60103-075-7|

The Gods Must Be Us
When Fiction Becomes a Miracle
By Dennis N. Clegg, PhD

This 
spiritual
adventure

novel entertains
while being a 
manual for 
transformation 
for those who
like to dive deep
into themselves.
It is full of
insights and 
at times may
shock you, yet
something deeper within awakens possibil-
ities where rare few go. It isn’t a safe book.
It touches what we long for, qualities of
being that our social conditioning discon-
nects us from. Those who are ready will
gain keys to core empowerment. Be on the
leading edge of what is about to stir a lot 
of conversation.

$14.99 Pbk  ISBN 978-1-50432-596-7
$33.95 HC  ISBN 978-1-50432-598-1  

$3.99 Ebook  Balboa Press
TheGodsMustBeUs.com   BalboaPress.com

$60.00 / Color: Collector’s Edition (flexibound)
ISBN 978-0989380430

$25.00 / B&W Edition ISBN 978-0989380423 
& Spanish: El Arte de Sanarte 
(www.elartedesanarte.com) 

Order: www.TheArtofHealingart.com, 
New Leaf & Amazon.

The Art of HealingArt
The Keys to Power & Awareness
By Jacqueline Ripstein

The Art of HealingArt

•The Art of
HealingArt is a
powerful tool to
transform your life
and unveil your Light. 

•Each lesson guides
the reader into reve-
lations that are life-
transforming, a
challenge for all
who dare to uncover
their shadows, thus
mastering their lives. 

•This book encom-
passes our life’s
journey. It is a call to raise our consciousness
and vibrations. Its purpose is to guide us to
reunite with Spirit. Awakening wisdom, it
helps you to transcend limiting thoughts,
beliefs, and habits.

In Challenging Times...Give Your Loved Ones
The Perfect Gift!


